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Post-16  

Gloucestershire Virtual School PEP Quality Assurance Criteria 

For a PEP to be compliant with statutory guidance it must demonstrate: 

 It was completed within statutory timeframes 

 The Social Worker was present 

 The Designated Teacher was present 

PEP Section 
and Content 

Meets the required standard Improvements needed 
to meet the required 

standard  

Does not meet the 
required standard 

Whole PEP- 
PEP Meeting 
Discussion, 
Student 
Voice and 
Language 
That Cares 

The completed PEP form is a full and 
accurate record of the PEP meeting 
discussion. All discussions from the PEP 
meeting have been recorded in the 
appropriate section/s of the PEP 
document. 
The whole PEP document reflects the 
student’s views. 
The whole PEP has been written using 
Language That Cares. 
 

Some of the PEP 
meeting discussion 
has been recorded 
somewhere on the 
PEP form. 
Student voice is 
recorded. 
Most of the PEP has 
been written using 
Language That Cares. 
 

The PEP form has 
been completed 
but the PEP 
meeting 
discussion has not 
been recorded. 
Student voice has 
not been recorded. 
The PEP has not 
been written using 
Language That 
Cares. 
 

1. General 
Information 

The school/college/training provider name 
has been added. 
The student, carer and social worker details 
are complete. 
All names and contact details of relevant 
professionals have been recorded.  
All meeting attendees have been ticked. It 
has been noted who needs a copy of the 
PEP.  
It has been noted if the YP attended and if 
not, who will feed back to them. 
The meeting date has been recorded. 

There are some gaps in 
the information 
recorded on this page. 

There are multiple 
gaps in the 
information 
recorded on this 
page or the page 
has not been 
completed at all. 

2. 
Educational 
Progress 

There is a full picture of levels/grades for all 
completed qualifications and those 
currently being studied. 
PEP notes are completed in detail including 
what is going well academically (including 
tutor feedback), areas for further support 
and the support already being offered. Any 
other discussion from the PEP meeting is 
also recorded here.  The progress 
dropdown box has been selected. Financial 
awareness provision has been noted. 

There are some gaps in 
the information 
recorded on this page. 

There are multiple 
gaps in the 
information 
recorded on this 
page or the page 
has not been 
completed at all. 

3. 
Attendance 

Attendance is recorded fully. Reasons are 
given if there is an absence rate below 95% 
(or patterns of unauthorised absence) and 
there are detailed actions to address this 
which are fully reflected in the targets in 
section 7.  

Attendance is 
recorded, but no 
reasons for absences 
are given. There are no 
clear actions in place 
to address attendance 
concerns. 

Attendance not 
recorded. Actions 
are not in place to 
address 
attendance issues. 
If there has been 
an exclusion, this 
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If there has been an exclusion, it is recorded 
and matches attendance data. The reasons 
for exclusion, the actions taken and support 
for long term behaviour changes are clearly 
documented. 
 

If there has been an 
exclusion, this has 
been recorded but 
there are no details of 
planned actions and 
support. 

has not been 
recorded. 

5. Special 
Education 
Needs/EHCP 
Provision 
and Support 

If SEND is identified, it is clear what the 
main needs are and what type of plan the 
student has. The EHCP outcomes are listed. 
The LA responsible for maintaining the 
EHCP is named. The EHCP, My Plan or My 
Plan+ is attached to the PEP in the 
documents section. 
The Social Worker/tutor has completed all 
fields with detail in the health concerns 
section, if relevant. SDQ is completed and 
within date. 
 

There is limited SEND 
information recorded 
and limited 
interventions and 
support identified. 
Gaps in school history. 
The Social 
Worker/tutor has 
completed all fields 
but it may lack detail in 
the health concerns 
section. SDQ missing 
or out of date. 

SEND information 
not recorded and 
no support in 
place. 
The Social 
Worker/tutor has 
not completed all 
fields in this 
section. No SDQ. 

6. Student 
Voice 

Consent box has been marked ‘yes’ or ‘no’. 
Student’s voice is fully recorded and every 
question is answered. There is evidence in 
both section 2 and targets that this has 
been acted on *. 
If relevant, an upcoming transition has been 
noted and there is clear evidence of 
transition planning. 
 
*Reminder-The whole PEP document and 
ensuing targets should reflect the 
student’s views. 

Student’s voice is not 
fully recorded. There is 
limited evidence in 
both section 2 and 
targets that student 
voice has been acted 
on. 
If relevant, an 
upcoming transition 
has been noted but the 
transition plans are not 
clear. 

Consent not 
marked. 
Student’s voice is 
not recorded or 
not fully recorded. 
There is no 
evidence in section 
2 and targets that 
this has been 
acted on. 
If relevant, an 
upcoming 
transition has not 
been noted and 
there is no plan to 
support the 
transition. 

7. Outcomes  Previous SMART targets have been 
reviewed (not required if pupil is new to 
care or in a new education setting).  
New SMART targets have been added for 
each subject and attendance (if required). 
Transition targets are included for any 
upcoming life or education changes. Targets 
reflect PEP meeting discussion and student 
voice. 
Bursary funding section has been marked 
‘yes’ or ‘no’ and reasons/uses given. 

Some previous SMART 
targets have been 
reviewed (not required 
if pupil is new to care 
or in a new education 
setting).  
New SMART targets 
not included for each 
subject, attendance 
and transitions (if 
required). They do not 
always reflect the 
student voice or PEP 
meeting discussion.  
Bursary funding 
marked but no 
reasons/uses given. 
 

Previous SMART 
targets have not 
been reviewed 
(not required if 
pupil is new to 
care or in a new 
education setting).  
No updated 
SMART targets 
have been set.  
Bursary funding 
not marked. 
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8. Next PEP 
Meeting 

The dates of the next meetings have been 
added. 

Some dates of next 
meetings have been 
added. 

No dates of next 
meetings have 
been added. 

9. 
Documents 

If relevant, all supporting documents have 
been attached (My Plan/My 
Plan+/EHCP/other relevant documents). 

If relevant, some 
supporting documents 
have been attached. 

If relevant, no 
supporting 
documents have 
been attached. 

 

When signing off a PEP document, the EA will feedback to the school (within the notes section) by selecting 

from the following statements: 

 This PEP document meets the required standard. 

 In order for this PEP document to meet the required standard, improvements are needed. Please add 

further detail to the following sections of the PEP... 

 This PEP document does not meet the required standard. Please complete the following sections of 

the PEP… 

 


